Solution Brief

Insight - Managed Sentinel Service
Make the most of Azure Sentinel’s
built-in AI, with Insight as your SOC
Insight’s Managed Sentinel Service enables you to rapidly implement an

Benefits
•• 24 x 7 x 365 Sentinel SIEM data
analysis and proactive detection
•• High level of strategic security
through fast defensive responses

advanced Managed Detection and Response (MDR) solution and security

•• Reduced TCO and risk

operations centre (SOC) tier that maximise your investment in Microsoft’s

•• Scalable, cost-efficient model

Azure Sentinel and protect a continuously expanding attack surface.
Combining Sentinel’s advanced artificial intelligence, machine learning and
security analytics with Insight’s extensive security expertise, we provide
a 24/7 end-to-end managed security service, with Sentinel as its security
information and event management (SIEM) core.
Through proactive threat hunting and advanced threat detection, response
and remediation/recovery, our Managed Sentinel Service ensures the highest
levels of security across your hybrid cloud estate.

The Business Challenge
The security risks to organisations are relentlessly increasing, with sensitive
financial, personal and business data being continually targeted by
new and evolving threats, including advanced persistent threats (APTs)
and other sophisticated cyberattacks. Creating a further challenge, the
increasing complexity of threats means that many cybersecurity incidents go
undetected for a significant period of time.
Building effective cybersecurity in-house to counter these threats can be
expensive in terms of the required tools, licences and skills, and prevents
valuable IT resources from focusing on strategic business projects. In addition,
organisations can struggle to fill specialised roles requiring deep knowledge
of, for example, cloud security, malware analysis and incident response.

•• Support from experienced analysts

Insight - Managed Sentinel Service

Our Solution

networks, and applications are collated and presented

Our Managed Sentinel Service enables you to rapidly

swiftly sent to the right people.

through a single pane of glass, and appropriate alerts are

achieve a high level of cybersecurity maturity without the

With Insight’s Managed Sentinel Service you have a high-

management and skills overhead. In partnership with
cybersecurity experts Reliance acsn, we build manage and
operate an SOC for you, and harnessing the rich features
of Sentinel as an SIEM we ensure you get real value from

quality, fast, best-of-breed MDR and SOC in a scalable and
cost-efficient model.

its global threat intelligence.

Why Insight

A constantly updated data repository enables risks to be

Insight’s extensive technical and business expertise and
our partnerships with leading cybersecurity specialists

identified in a number of ways, while proactive threat

enable you to fill staffing gaps with highly experienced

hunting enables deeper detection, early identification of

security professionals and benefit from our proven skills,

threats, immediate handling of known or suspected risks,

technologies and knowledge, reducing the total cost of

auto-containment of threats, and fast mitigation.
Insight makes it easy for you to remain fully aware of your
security position. Data and reports created from Sentinel’s
advanced security analytics on user behaviour, endpoints,

ownership. At the same time, we offer simple scalable
pricing. So you have full confidence that your entire
estate is reliably and cost-efficiently protected from
vulnerabilities, threats and attacks.

Our Managed Sentinel Service is one of our Security Services.
Other Insight Security Services include the following.
Security Posture Assessment

Discover your overall cybersecurity strength and get actionable advice on how to improve it

Automated Penetration Testing

Reveal hidden vulnerabilities to stay one step ahead of malicious hackers

Incident Response (IR)

Benefit from Insight’s dedicated IR experts and Cisco Talos’s threat intelligence to prepare
for, respond to and recover from cyberattacks

Managed Detection and
Response Service

MDR enables our customers to outsource their cybersecurity services and protect data and
assets even if a threat evades existing security controls.

About Insight
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions that help your organisation
run smarter. We will work with you to maximise your technology investments, empower your workforce to work smarter,
optimise your business and create meaningful experiences.
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For more information about our Managed Sentinel Service, or any of our
security services, please contact your Insight Account Manager.
0344 846 3333 | uk.insight.com
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